OLD ARCATA ROAD IMPROVEMENTS
CITY OF ARCATA
August 2019
TYPICAL SECTION - OLD ARCATA RD
STA 34+00 TO STA 38+50 / STA 50+50 TO 53+00
NOT TO SCALE

TYPICAL SECTION - OLD ARCATA RD
STA 38+50 TO 50+50
NOT TO SCALE

TYPICAL SECTION - HYLAND ST
NOT TO SCALE
TYPICAL SECTION - BAYSIDE RD

- 8' HMA GRIND & INLAY (4" THICK)
- HMA OVERLAY (2" THICK)
- 18' TRAVEL LANE
- 8' HMA GRIND & INLAY (4" THICK)

NOT TO SCALE

This document shall not be used for construction unless signed and sealed for construction.
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TYPICAL SECTION - BAYSIDE RD

- E WATER
- HMA OVERLAY (2" THICK)
- ROW
- (N) 6' WIDE PAVED SHOULDER
- (E) SANITARY SEWER
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